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Foreword

The profile also includes a detailed commentary which provides clarity on why the
best-fit judgment was awarded. There is no suggestion or expectation that a
learner profile is produced for every pupil in the cohort or that teachers write such
an extensive commentary.

This profile is intended to help teachers see the type of evidence that can be used
to take to a cluster meeting, in order to support the best-fit judgements made. It
also clearly demonstrates that the evidence predominantly lies in a pupil’s book
and hence is what is already available to the teacher.
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Level 6: Learner profile

The materials in this folder consist of a learner profile which is judged to show the
characteristics of a learner’s standards of attainment which, overall, are at level 6.
The commentary should enable the reader to see why the learner profile has been
given a best-fit level 6.

The level of detail exemplified here in the commentary is intended to give a good
sense of how a best-fit level can be fully justified, in the case of learner profiles.
For in-school awarding of best-fit levels at the end of a key stage and in-school
moderation, it is still necessary for the teacher to justify that the range of work
required is covered and the appropriate standard reached to award a best-fit level.
How this is demonstrated is for each school to determine.

A learner profile will typically contain the work of one pupil from across the range of
the subject and provide sufficient evidence to enable a judgement to be made on
the level which best fits the standard represented in the profile. A learner profile
should be as straightforward as the pupil’s book or books which show evidence of
the characteristics of levels and relevant attainment target(s). Other work which
would give the complete picture of a pupil’s standards might include a
theme/topic book, audio visual recordings, reading record. A commentary on the
learner profile will make clear how, on balance, the best fit judgement has been
reached and why it is not at the level above or below if it is borderline. The
commentary will signpost where the evidence of achievement at a particular level
can be seen in the exercise book or other original material produced in the year.



Level 6

All comments relate to characteristics of level 6 unless stated otherwise.

This profile is a collection of tasks completed by a pupil rather than the full body of his work
which, ideally, makes up a learner profile. To arrive at an accurate and fully evidenced best-
fit judgement, the complete evidence base should be considered i.e. the learner’s exercise
book and any additional topic books and worksheets.

AT1:  ORACY
N.B
No recorded evidence of oracy at level 6 is available for this profile except in the form of
transcripts which have been kept with the profile.

Commentary Source Reference
When discussing holidays and arranging a fashion show,
Hannah showed that she could understand spoken
language used in a range of familiar situations in paired
and group work.
In the paired discussion on holidays she listened carefully
and responded to her partner’s questions e.g. “Ble est ti?
Sut deithiaist ti?” and “Ble arhosaist ti?” She asked
questions e.g. “Ble est ti a sut deithiais ti? Beth am gwyliau
yng Nghymru?” and made relevant comments following
contributions by her peers. In the group tasks she again
seeks the views of her peers e.g. “Beth amdanat ti Jade?”
She also asks general questions about where and when
the fashion show should take place and at what time.
When expressing an opinion she disagreed with her
partner about camping holidays being lots of fun providing
reasons to support her views. She agreed with her partner
about preferring holidays abroad to holidays in Wales. In
the group task, she agrees with the location and date of
the fashion show but disagrees with the time.
She uses an increasing variety of phrases and sentence
patterns, usually varying verb tense, and person,
accurately e.g. in the holiday conversation she uses: the
past tense, regular and irregular verbs, “Es i , Hedfanon ni,
gwyliais”; imperfect tense, “roedd”; conditional, “hoffwn,
baswn i’n.”

1. Holiday
conversation
(pair)

Oracy transcript 1

2. Organising an
event
(group)

Oracy transcript 2

3. Individual
presentation
on school

Oracy transcript 3
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p. 1 - 2

p. 3 - 4

p.5 - 6



AT2 Reading:

Hannah shows an understanding of suitable texts,
including some authentic texts e.g. Dw i ddim eisiau bod
yma – book; and Hoffi’r Ysgol…- poem. She can also
identify the main points in them. She expresses opinions
on the content, giving reasons to support her views e.g. in
task 3a, she selects the main points and offers her views
on them, as in the response to Wyt ti’n debyg / wahanol i
Kimberley? In the book review, Hannah gives her opinion
on the book and the characters, selecting the main points
e.g. Kimberley’s likes and dislikes.

Hannah gathers information on a specific topic from more
than one print source and uses it appropriately. This is
evident in tasks 1 and 2 where she extracts information
from the two letter sources to respond personally e.g.
“Hoffwn i fyw ym Mrynglas achos…Hoffwn i ddim byw yn...
“

She reads longer texts independently.

4. Fact files About
Matthew and
Kayleigh

Profiles and
Personal
response

5. Patagonia
/ Seland
Newydd

Profiles and
personal
response

6. Dw i ddim
eisiau bod yma
a) Tasks
b) Book review

7. Poem
Hoffi’r Ysgol ydw
ond…
Homework.

AT3 Writing
Hannah selects words and phrases appropriate to their
purpose and begins to create effects in her writing e.g.
Task 1: “Ych a fi! Cer o ‘ma”. Task 2: “Ble ydw i wedi bod?
Roedd y môr yn las fel yr awyr. Ysgol yfory….aaah! O na!,
Oh baswn i’n hoffi.”
She has a fairly sound grasp of form when writing for a
variety of purposes e.g. her article on school is well
structured, progresses logically and concludes well. The
blog again is well structured. She begins to elaborate
according to the demands of the task, particularly in the
Blog where she describes the plane journey and days 1-3
of the holiday.
She is able to express opinions using some reasons.
Her work is organised into paragraphs and includes a
range of fairly accurate constructions and phrases. She
spells most of the words accurately and usually uses
punctuation appropriately.

Work is legible and effectively presented. The two

8. Blog Gwyliau

9. Article about
school

6. Dw i ddim
eisiau bod yma
Book review

7. Poem
Hoffi’r Ysgol ydw
ond…
Homework.
Written response
to poem

p. 7 - 8

p. 9 - 12

p. 13 - 19
p. 20 - 21

p. 22 - 23

p. 24 -25

p. 26

p. 20 - 21

p. 22 - 23



handwritten tasks and typed work are neatly presented.

Best-fit level: Summary

Oracy
Levels 6 and 7 were considered.
Hannah speaks with confidence in a variety of different situations e.g. individually, in
a paired task and in a group task and is able to discuss different topics well e.g. school,
holidays and arranging a fashion show. In the paired and group activities she listens carefully
to what others say and responds by asking questions and making relevant comments and
provides reasons to support her views when expressing opinion, agreeing and disagreeing.
Hannah speaks fluently and reasonably accurately in different situations and contexts,
which is characteristic of L7, but as yet she does not have a grasp of the natural syntax of
the language. At times she also has difficulty with the pronunciation of more challenging
words.

The best-fit judgement for oracy is, therefore, Level 6.

Reading

Levels 6 and 7 were considered. Hannah has read a range of material including literary (Dw i
ddim eisiau bod yma and the poem Hoffi’r Ysgol) and non-literary (Personal letters and
Patagonia / Seland Newydd) texts. She shows understanding in all tasks and selects the
main points (L6) e.g. when writing personal responses in tasks 1 and 2. Different sources are
used to complete tasks 1 and 2 and the book is made up of several parts including a variety
of genres. L7 was also considered but as yet she does not read with meaning. Despite
referring to some aspects of style, which is characteristic of L7, when referring to the poem
e.g. Mae odl yn y gerdd yn y llinell dau a pedwar. Mae’n effeithiol achos mae’n creu rhythm
arbennig. Mae’r bardd yn defnyddio cwestiuynau rhethregol yn y geiriau ‘Sawl ceiniog rhaid
rhoi am dri’. Mae’n effeithio achos mae’n apelio, these phrases were available to the pupil
when completing the task and she has not attempted to discuss style when writing about
the book. Despite expressing her opinion, she does not yet confidently select and interpret
the main points.

The best-fit judgement for reading is, therefore, Level 6.

Writing

Levels 6 and 7 were considered. Hannah selects suitable words and phrases throughout and
is creating effects in her writing. There is a sound grasp of form demonstrated in the Blog
and article. There is some attempt to structure the response to the poem and book review
but this is not as successful. She is able to express opinions using some reasons. In the
response to reading tasks, the opinion is generally restricted to use of ‘achos mae’n’ plus an
adjective. There are examples of L7 work when supporting her opinions with reasons in the
Blog e.g. “Sbaen yn well na India achos mae’n heulog bob dydd ac mae’r bwyd yn flasus
iawn. Ces i amser bendigedig. Roedd digon i wneud ac…” In the article, the focus was on
expressing opinion and she attempts to support opinions with reasons regularly; however,



at times, the piece loses meaning and is confused. Although there are characteristics of
Level 7 in Hannah’s work the organisation of ideas is not as structured in the response to
reading tasks and the reasoning is not consistently developed across the evidence base.
The best-fit judgement for writing is, therefore, Level 6.

Overall level: 6
Hannah’s work clearly demonstrates characteristics of Level 6 across the three attainment
targets. Although there are characteristics of the next level present in her work, level 6
offers the best fit because the degree of independence and confidence required for level 7
are not yet evident in her work.




